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Changing investments 
produce divesting effect 
Lisa M. Colby 
News Editor 
After years of pressure from student 
and faculty South African divestment 
activists, the Board of Trustees 
Investment Committee decided to no 
longer own securities in corporations 
doing business with South Africa. 
"The Investment Committee made its 
decision on economic grounds, not in a 
furtherance of a divestment stance," 
announced Chairman of the Board of 
Trustees, Lowry Wyatt in a letter prior to 
the annual Trustee meeting on Jan. 26 
and 27. 
Nathaniel Penrose of the Trustee 
Finance Committee would not comment 
on whether the university plans to 
reinvest in South Africa or if there will 
ever be a divestment policy. 
"A decision [of reinvestment in South 
Africa] one way or the other at this 
moment would be amazingly 
inconsistenL," Wyatt told The Trail last 
Tuesday. 
The sale of the South African-related 
stocks maintains the Board's firm policy 
that investments are not made for 
political reasons. 
"There was an examination of our total 
investment portfolio from the standpoint 
of countries where political and economic 
unrest could be adversive to financial 
investment," said Wyatt. 
Wyatt added he doesn't believe that 
student and faculty pressure for the 
university to divest had anything to do 
with the Board's decision. 
"We've never believed that divestment 
was a key element in expressing 
ourselves against apartheid. We're glad 
that we did put that issue to bed, but it 
wasn't a preconceived event to put an end 
to it," said Wyatt. 
Leon Grunberg, former chair of the 
Faculty Senate Subcommittee on South 
Africa and Comparative Sociology 
professor, was very pleased with the 
trustee's decision. 
"They realized this was an important 
issue to the campus and community and 
it wasn't going to go away," said 
Grunberg. 
"In a large part, this decision was due 
to the dedication and commitment of 
faculty, students and staff." 
"I think it's wonderful [the non-
reinvestment in South African-related 
stock]," said Tara Fahey, a member of 
the Student Committee on South Africa, 
"It would have been more powerful if 
they had done it when other universities 
around the countries were." 
"Though it did take a long time, the 
positive effects were that everyone 
see TRUSTEE page 
Elections spring up in February 
Erik A. Anderson 
AS UPS Reporter 
Snow may be falling but ASUPS 
Spring general elections are a mere three 
weeks away. So far, ten students have 
signed-up in the ASUPS office to run in 
a race in which seven student government 
positions will be contested. Sign-ups to 
run for senator, vice-president, and 
president of ASUPS will be open until 
Friday, Feb. 3. 
Three people, Mike Haines, Dave 
Harlan, and Arden Maynard, have signed-
up to run for president. 
Mike Haines, a junior double-majoring 
in economics and politics and 
government, spoke of his experience as 
the president of a fraternity and as 
ASUPS senator as crucial to his decision 
to run for president. 
"We need someone who is going to 
reach beyond ASUPS and into the 
community. Experience is the key... 
I'm willing to take ASUPS by the 
bootstraps and make it not just another 
voice on campus, but the voice of the 
students," he said. 
Dave Harlan's eligibility to run for 
president has been called into question on 
the basis of a section of the ASUPS by-
laws which states that "all Executives 
must have been full-lime students for the 
semester preceding the election." 
Harlan, a senior majoring in history, 
began last semester with three units but 
was forced to drop down to one due to 
illness. 
When asked how he felt about the 
section of the by-laws which may 
prevent him from running, Harlan said: 
"Since the election was this semester I 
have assumed that it [the provision in 
the bylaws] meant that I had to be full-
time this semester." 
"But apparently people are saying that 
'preceding the election' means last 
semester," he said. 
As to why Harlan, who will graduate 
next Christmas, chose to run for 
president, he named the aspect of 
challenge. 
"Last week, in one day, six different 
people asked me if I was thinking about 
running for president. That prompted me 
to think about it, and I realized I could do 
a pretty good job ... I was looking for a  
new challenge." 
Arden Maynard, the third candidate for 
president was unavailable for comment. 
The same part of the ASUPS by-laws 
which may prevent Dave Harlan from 
running may also prevent Shelby Wright 
from running for vice-president. Wright, 
a junior majoring in business leadership, 
took a leave of absence last semester and 
did not attend classes. 
"According to the bylaws I don't 
qualify to run," she said. 
"What they've done now is referred it 
to honor court for interpretation which in 
my opinion is just ridiculous because it 
doesn't need interpreting, it's very clear 
cut that if you weren't enrolled full-time 
last semester you aren't qualified to run." 
"Most likely...I probably will just 
withdraw, and I'm guessing that honor 
court will uphold the bylaws," Wright 
said. 
The question of whether I brIan and 
Wright will be allowed to remain in the 
race has been referred to the honor court 
by Darcie Julum, ASUPS vice-president. 
see ELECTION page 5 
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Wminter snowstor closes class'. -., 
By Jennifer Davis 
Staff Writer 
"Real" winter finally hit Puget Sound 
yesterday as a cold front from Alaska 
brought gusty winds and flurries of 
snow, eventually causing the university 
to shut down at noon. 
The storm lasted most of Wednesday, 
dropping approximately three inches of 
snow in the area, but is expected to taper 
off as the week comes to a close. The 
cold spell however, may continue two 
weeks or longer, according to several 
weather forecasters. 
Although the snow ultimately caused 
the closure of all schools in the Tacoma 
area yesterday, students should plan for 
classes to continue as usual, said Dean of 
Academics, Frank Peterson. 
The decision of whether or not to close 
the school occurs at 6 a.m. of the day in 
question. Members of the Associate 
Dean's Office, Security Services, and 
other university officials base their 
decisions on an evaluation of current 
conditions. The last time the university 
closed was in the 1985 "Thanksgiving 
Storm," when classes were cancelled for 
three days. 
"It's a hard decision, a tough call 
because Puget Sound weather is so 
unpredictable," said Peterson. "We don't 
want to shut down if we can avoid it, 
particularly since almost 80 percent of 
students live on campus or within 
walking distance. But this puts student 
commuters at a disadvantage--we have to 
look at the whole picture." 
In contrast to the number of students 
living on or near the campus, an 
estimated two-thirds of the professors 
have a considerable commute, ranging 
from five to 30-minute travel time. 
Several professors cancelled Wednesday 
classes due to hazardous road condition  
reports. 
"When it's a dangerous drive in, I stay 
home," said one professor. "I hate to 
think of students sitting idly, but I try to 
make sure my syllabus is well-prepared 
so they can continue working." 
Far from idle, the general student 
reaction to the snowy situation has been 
nothing short of ecstatic. Snowmen (and 
snow-women) have sprung up, snowballs 
are set flying frequently, every hill has 
been assaulted with sliding apparatus 
ranging from "real" sleds to plastic bags 
to dining hall trays, and die-hard skiiers 
have jumped at the cross-country 
opportunities. 
"I love snow," commented freshman 
Mike Willie. "But that's probably 
because we don't get it very often, and 
when we do it doesn't stick around long 
enough to get tiring." 
Coming hard on the heels of the "virus 
from hell," (which struck almost 80  
percent of students on the campus 
according to Health Services nurse, Janet 
Partlow), the afternoon off from classes 
was a welcome reprieve indoors for 
sniffling students, as well. While the 
Cold weather should not cause a relapse 
into the virus (since it has run its 
course), students should be careful to stay 
warm, eat well, and if remotely possible, 
sleep. 
"The clpsure is therapeutic because it 
gives the students a chance to have fun," 
said faculty member Bob Stremba. "But 
it seems kind of silly ... it's just not that 
big of a deal." 
Perhaps not, but a few problems are 
anticipated. Security reports that often 
snowball fights end in broken windows, 
and during melting there may be some 
flooding incidents. To combat the 
see SNO%V page 3 
..in brief 
.international I 
BONN, WEST GERMANYThe surprise defeat of Helmut 
Kohl's party in the West Berlin elections last Sunday has set an uncertain tone for the 
upcoming national elections. Kohl, the leader of the center-right Christian 
Democratic Union and current chancellor of the nation, is in his second consecutive 
term. Because the CDU coalition is already wobbly and fragmenting, the moderate 
members fear a threat from the extreme right and the extreme left. The Germany 
Republican Party with its ultra-conservative platform, managed to capture an 
astonishing 7.5% of the vote in this year's sole state election. Experts fear a battle 
between the extremes in the national election, which would split the nation wide 
open over the major issue of immigration into the country, defection from the East, 
military cutbacks and detente with the U.S.S.R. 
OTTAWA, CAN ADA Canada's PM, Brian Mulroney, has begun 
to restructure his cabinet to facilitate and expediate his election pledges of dealing 
with the government's financial problems. Spearheading the solution process will be 
a committee for expenditure review headed by Muironey as a mechanism to oversee 
government spending. Goverment analysts have predicted sharp rise in the the 
Canadian deficit starting April first in light of slowed economic growth and climbing 
interest rates. This rise would bring the deficit to a predicted 28.9 billion dcllars 
Canadian, which would be proportionately larger than the United States' deficit. 
WASHINGTON D.C., U.S.A. — Outgoing President 
Ronald Reagan may be obligated to testify in the trial of Oliver North. In a recent 
ruling by the "Iran-Contra" judge, Gerhard Gesell, Reagan's testimony may be 
mandated, including the contents of his personal diary. In the same ruling George 
Bush's testimony was determined to not be necessary, in light of his disputed 
involvement. 
Compiled by G. Wesley Meyer 
...on campus 
Study abroad interest meeting 
There will be a study abroad interest meeting for students interested in the 
London/Watford program, Thursday, Feb. 16 at 4:00p.m. in the McCormick room of 
the Library. 
Scholarship for academic excellence 
The S later Award of $2,000 is given for demonstrated academic excellence and either 
proven ability for research or strong potential for research. Students in any discipline 
eligible. Not a need-based award. Contact your department chair, Frank Peterson (JO 
212), or Jannie Meisberger (HO 103) for more info. DEADLINE: Mar. 21, 1989. 
Graduate Fellowships for Sophomores 
An interest meeting for graduate fellowships will be held on Thursday, February 
9 at 4:00 p.m. in Library 134 for Sophomores. Get started early and learn more about 
Rhodes, Marshall, Fuibright and other national scholarships. Or make an 
appointment to see Jannie at X3578. 
Relationship group forming to 'explore' 
The Counseling Center is forming a relationships group for students wanting to 
explore creating healthy relationships with friends or partners of the same or opposite 
sex, concerns about intimacy, dependency and communication in interpersonal 
relations. Will meet Tuesdays, 4:15 to 5:45p.m., starting Feb. 14. Or call for info 
X3372. 
RMFUfl--" 
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RIMEE 
1/25/89 	 19:52 	 Security made contact with a campus resident who was in 
possession of a pair of "Numchucks." 
1/27/89 	 16:00 	 An R.A. reported an unwanted guest in a residence hail. 
1/27/89 	 23;06 	 Security-contacted a University Residence who was in 
violation of the University alcohol policy. 
1/31/89 	 12:14 	 A student reported that her vehicle was the victim of a "hit 
and run" motor vehicle accident 
1/31/89 	 18:45 	 A custodian reported that the change machine in a university 
building was vandalized. 
2/1/89 	 13:15 	 Several windows on a Union Ave. residence were broken in a 
snowball fight. Other misc. damage occurred. 
RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAINING CORPS 
CASH" IN ON GO OD_ GRADES* 
If you're a freshman or sophomore with good 
grades, apply now for a three-year or two-
year scholarship. From Army ROTC. 
Army ROTC scholarships pay tuition, 
most books and fees, plus $100 per school 
month. They also pay off with leadership ex-
perience and officer credentials impressive 
to future employers. 
Find out more. Contact Greg Berry at 
535-8740. 
LTOM 
ARMY ROTC 
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE 
COURSE YOU CAN TAKE. 
1 	 - 
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Senate talks tuition 
By Erik A. Anderson 
ASUPS Reporter 
The tuition increase was a popular 
topic for discussion at last week's faculty 
senate meeting, Scott Sheffield, Faculty 
Senate Representative, told the ASUPS 
senate on Tuesday. Sheffield voiced a 
few of his concerns to the senators. 
"I've been here a long time and the 
same thing [a tuition increase] always 
occurs," he said. 
"You've got a tuition increase of 
around nine to ten percent year after year 
after year ... so it seems to me that a 
student coming in--a freshman--should be 
.uaa .a...a 
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PUT YOUR 
COLLEGE DEGREE 
TO WORK. 
Air Force Officer Training School 
is an excellent start to a 
challenging career as an Air 
Force Officer. We offer great 
starting pay, medical care, 30 
days of vacation with pay each 
year and management 
opportunities. Contact an 
Air Force recruiter. Find out what 
Officer Training School can mean 
for you. Call 
1 -800-423-U SAF 
TOLL FREE 
— 
— 
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made aware of that," Sheffield said, "It 
shouldn't be a surprise if next year we 
have the same thing." 
Senator Todd Anthony announced that 
the Media Board had decided to name 
Terry Bain and Ann Westlund co-editors 
of the Crosscurrents magazine for this 
semster. Terry Bain is currently arts and 
entertainment for The Trail. 
"We looked at their applications and 
they were obviously the most qualified," 
Anthony said. 
The senate also heard a presentation by 
Bailey Dahms on behalf of the Student 
Committee on South Africa, and voted to 
officially recognize and fund the group. 
ESSAYS & REPORTS 
16,278 to choose from—all subjects 
Order Catalog Today with VisaIMC or COD 
IJfr 800-351-0222 
Or, rush $2.00 to: Essays & Reports 
11322 Idaho Ave. #206-SN. Los Angeles, CA 90025 
Custom research also available—all levels 
Sue Y. splits 
Puget Sound 
By Tara Dikeman 
Staff Writer 
The Assistant Dean of Students, Sue 
Yowell will be leaving her post this year 
to look for a new position at another 
University. She began her job here in 
August of 1985 and will depart between 
the tentative dates of June 15 and July 
31. 
"At this point I don't know where I am 
going," says Yowell, "What I am really 
looking for is another challenging 
position at a university." 
Yowell is interested in finding a job 
that would allow her to begin from the 
ground level up in student programming 
'as she did when she joined the faculty at 
Puget Sound. 
The Freshman Orientation program had 
just begun its first year and she played a 
major role in refining it to what it is 
today. This type of challenge is what 
Yowell is ultimately looking for. 
"There is no need to read into this 
decision ... if anything I'd like to think 
that I am role modeling by taking a 
challenge," explains Yowell. "It was a 
personal decision that was not easy to 
make." 
As Assistant Dean of Students, Yowcll 
has had many responsibilities. Two of 
which were directing the Orientation 
program and coordinating programs in 
the Student Union. 
"The thing that I have enjoyed most 
about my job is the interaction with the 
students and staff. I have a tremendous 
staff that I am very proud of and I have 
enjoyed watching them grow in different 
ways, expanding on their own 
possibilities." 
Yowell, at this point, isn't sure where 
the search for her new challenge will take 
her. She may move form the Tacoma 
area or she may not. It all depends on 
where the search ends. 
"I'm exploring the option of taking a 
few years off and going to law school," 
says Yowell," I'm leaving open my 
options." 
Tours and Travels 
Whistler 
CORRECTION! 
Money for the Whistler Spring Break 
trip and sign-ups do not have to be 
in until Feb. 9th, contrary to just 
about every ad out there. 
Positions in the hospitality industry available in 
Yellowstone National Park. Entry-level and 
mid-level positions in areas such as: 
• ACCOUNTING 	 • COOKING 
• FRONT OFFICE • SECURITY 
• LAUNDRY 	 • MAINTENANCE 
• KITCHEN 	 • RESERVATIONS 
• HOUSEKEEPING • FOOD SERVICE 
• RETAIL MERCHANDISING 
Housing available 
No facilities for families or pets 
Minimum age of 18 
Preference given to applicants available 
mid-May through late September 
REPRESENTATIVES WILL BE ON CAMPUS 
FEB. 6th 
Please sign up for interviews with 
Leah Travis in the Office of Academic 
and Career Advising Lib. 225 
FOR MORE INFORMATIOIN AND 
APPLICATIONS CONTACT 
Q)TI
RECREATIONAL 
NN 
 
do EMPLOYMENT OFFICE 
YELLOWSTONE NATIONAL PARK, WYO 82190 
(307) 344-7901, ex 5323 or (406) 848-7481 
An Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer M/F/H/V 
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The sky is falling, the sky is falling 
By Terry Bain 
A&E Editor 
It's snowing. 
So I had to sit down and ask myself, 
what's the point in having a Arts & 
Entertainment section this week when 
everybody including students, staff, 
faculty, and myself will be entertaining 
themselves just fine in the lovely 
weather. 
But instead of leaving and entire 
section of the paper completely devoid of 
material, I thought it would be somewhat 
advantageous to formulate a discussion 
on the A&E of S-N-O-W. 
So here goes. 
Entertainment: 
This is painfully easy. Most folks 
know how to enjoy themselves in the 
white stuff, but sometimes a person 
becomes closcmindcd as to the options 
available to the snowgoing student 
because "it's not cool," or "it's too cold," 
or '1 really have to finish this paper on 
the effect Allen Ginsberg had on the 
modern day fishbowl.' 
So open your minds, because here's 
some stuff. 
The Snowdrift: Drifting snow is not 
normally something Tacomans have to 
worry about or enjoy. However if these 
weather conditions Continue, there may 
be snowdrifts of five inches or more. 
Hoorah. Bicak out the tobaggans. 
The Snow bunny: Despite what you 
might otherwise think, the snowbunny is 
not necessarily a sprite young blondish 
female, but actually comes in all colors, 
sizes, ages, and sexes, and is definitely 
meant to be enjoyed. Find yourself a 
snowbunny for snuggling because it's 
damned cold out there. 
The Snowball: The snowball is 
often only appreciated by the artist. 
Therefore I suggest something more 
sometimes confused with the snowbash 
(sec below) but should not be since the 
snowbash usually involves music and 
sloshing about, whereas the snowball is 
a white projectile used in a general winter 
warfare. Although some members of the 
campus community frown upon the use 
of this weapon, it remains that there is 
nothing like a good snowball war, and 
we're all supposed to be adults. here, so if 
we use some common sense and don't add 
any dangerous substances to our 
snowballs, there should be no problem. 
That is, use your own discretion kids, 
and don't break any of the lovely stained 
glass windows on our beautifully 
expensive campus. 
The Snowdrive: It's true that driving 
in the snow is dangerous in Baldtire 
U.S.A., but it is also true that the most 
pleasure usually comes from extremely 
dangerous situations. What a rush. 
(Parking lots are swell for this kind of 
fun, but once again, use your own 
discretion.) 
The Snowbash: It is possible to have 
large, warm parties with tingling 
refreshments and lovely snowbunnies 
(see above) as long as you don't do any 
snowdriving (see above), and, of course, 
you bash in moderation. Again, use your 
one discretion. 
The Snowtub: If you know someone 
with a semi-outdoor hot tub, I suggest 
you buy them a present and visit them in 
the next few days because hot steaming 
water caressing your body as white tiny 
dots of freezing cold smash into your face 
is one of the most stimulating 
experiences of the season. 
Arts: 
Perhaps you don't think snow is very 
artistic, but snow is the perfect medium 
for that starving artist who has the desire 
to continue starving because their art  
melts and nobody wants to buy a lawn 
full of water. Snow art is meant to be 
enjoyed for the moment. This is that 
moment so enjoy it. 
Snowsculpture: The anatomically 
correct snowman and snowwoman are 
universal this year. An alligator, 
kangaroo, or two-humped camel ought to 
satisfy any artist's sense of irony, and is 
damned lovely to boot. 
The Snowangel: For the proper 
snowangel, you will need to get 
extremely cold and hellishly wet, but it 
is definitely worth the time, effort, and 
discomfort. The proper snowangel should 
be performed lying on one's back, and a 
nice effect can be produced in tandem 
with another person--preferably your 
favorite snowbunny (see above). 
The Giant and Obnoxious 
Snowball: You need several people for 
this one, but once finished, it is not only 
a wonder to look at, but will also be 
useful to hide behind in a monsterous 
snow war, or a good base for the 
anatomically correct snowmonster. Not 
to mention the fact that these monsters 
are long lasting and will still be around 
in late spring. 
The Snowmessage: For this you 
need to do a lot of planning and jumping 
around. But if you do it right, you can 
write a romantic message to your 
snowbunny (see above) and they will 
love you every winter--forever. If you use 
your imagination, you can think of all 
kinds of differents ways in which to mark 
the snow. You will also need virgin 
snow for this kind of art, and we all 
know how incredibly difficult that is to 
find these days. Good luck. 
Snowstudying: Studying is a 
definite art while big white things are 
falling from the sky. It takes a lot of 
practice and talent. Finally, use your own 
discretion. Merry February. 
BARBARA HERSHEY 
A World 
By Terry BaiflApal't 
A&E Editor 
Supposedly, there will be films on 
campus this weekend. If there isn't a 
white-out, Hope and Glory will be 
playing on Thursday, February 2, in 
Mc003 at 7:00 p.m. 
Also, A World Apart is this week's 
Campus Film. It will play at 7 and 9:30 
on Friday and Saturday, and at 6 and 8:30 
on Sunday. 
The show must go on. 
T/ (4g. 
Crosscurrents is now accepting 
FICTION, NON-FICTION, ART / 
PHOTOGRAPHY, POETRY, and 
insightful, creative, campus special 
stuff: 
If you are registered for 
Crosscurrents, or you simply 
wnt to be involved, call Terry or 
Anne at 756-9444. 
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Spaghetti $3.95 Lasagna $4.50 
with salad and garlic bread 
30 mm. delivery 
ASK ABOUT PIZZA SPECIALS- 
ALL YOU CAN EAT WED. $4.25 
I 
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The C LLAR I 
Feb. 7th-- 	 tuesday celebration 
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9-11 all greek pledges on campus 
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$5 off EX-LARGE 
Pineapple 
— Canadian Bacon 
— Thick Crust 
ora 
Pepperoni 
— Mushroom 
— Thick Crust 
8.00 Regularly $13.00 
PIus 48 oz. 
of Pop 
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In the tradition of highbrow 
entertainment here at Divestment U., 
ASUPS Dances brings to campus a pair 
of bands so cool, they'll dip the wind 
chill low enough to freeze brass band-aids 
onto a monkey's bum. Dharma Bums, 
that is, along with those mop top lads 
from Bellingham, The Posies. 
This Friday's show in the Great Hall 
0' Slop is FREE to card carryin 
members of these ivy sheds, and four 
bones for the rest of you outside of the 
bubble. Come pop your joints to these 
Popliama gnashers into the wee, freezing 
hours. 
The Dharma Bums are from Portland 
ELECTION from page 1 
Janice Langbehn, chair of the honor 
court, said that the court's role will be to 
make clear precisely what the bylaws 
governing a student's eligibility mean. 
"We'll just look at it constitutionally, 
nobody will speak before us. It's just us 
interpreting the constitution," she said. 
Langbehn said that she hopes the 
honor court will announce its ruling on 
the bylaws--and Harlan and Wright's 
TRUSTEE from page 1 
became more educated on the issue," said 
Fahey. 
Fahey thought it was discouraging that 
the trustees did not make a policy of 
divestment. 
"That makes me leary," she said, 
"Maybe that would be our next step--to 
pressure them to pass a policy." 
Bailey Dahms, Coordinating Director 
) and they do have a 
custinctive sound. Jangly, (I didn't use 
the R.E.M. word), grungy guitars blend 
with thumping bass and tommy-gun rim 
shots, topped off by drawling vocals that 
sound like brillo pads scouring a 
corrugated tin roof. These guys are hot, 
noisy cats and from what I understand, 
their live shows are like sex under water. 
(Don't forget to breathe.) 
The Posies are very good, also. More 
pop-oriented than their compadres from 
the Southiands, they have tons of catchy, 
danceable originals and Cure hair cuts. 
Big hair, big fun, big cut-a-rug tunes 
from two of the Northwest's best. See 
you Friday, February 3rd at 9:30 in the 
Great Hall. 
candidacies--by Thursday or Friday. 
Also running for vice-president is Julie 
Pyatt, a junior majoring in physical 
education. Pyatt based her decision to 
run on her background of being involved 
in student activities. 
"In looking at my past experience on 
campus and at how I can continue to 
make a significant contribution, my 
experiences all seemed to add up to a 
successful background for a vice-
president," Pyatt said. 
of the Committee, feels that the trustees 
never divested because "if they did, that's 
admitting defeat and that's something 
they don't want to do." 
"It's a power-play thing...it plays down 
publicity and gives them the freedom to 
reinvest," Dahms added, "I have 
confidence that won't happen because it 
has been really embarrassing for our 
university ... with the majority of schools 
who have pulled out [of South African 
investments]." 
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Teddy bear dad and stay at home 
mom would be honored to surround 
your baby with all the love 
and warmth of our happy home. 
Let us help you at this difficult time. 
Medical and legal expenses paid. 
Vall Michele collect anytime. 
 
(206) 271-7378 
TAKE 
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SOCIAL CHANGE 
njo y sex under water- 
X*,~ 
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By Jim Bohn 	 ..- 	 Ii )t 	 tti ( 	 . 	 L I S 
Not goodvith 
any other offer 	 Expires 2/28/89 
TWO 
74yy  smqsI-jq5 
ONION ,GREEN PEPPER, PEPPERONI, CANADIAN BACON, 
MUSHROOMS, BEEF, SAUSAGE, THICK CRUST & EXTRA 
CHEESE 
- SPECIALLY PORTIONED, 1 LOW PRICE 
ONLY $14.50 PLUS 480Z.Of pop 
NOT GOOD W[FH ANY OTHER OFFER
EXPIRES 2/28/89 - -  
&5 .J•: 	 i 
6t.h & Proctor 
tel. 756-8123 
9.99 UcCKCNO!! 
FULL CASES OF: 
RAINIER, RAINIER LIGHT, COORS, COORS 
LIGHT, COORS EXTRA GOLD, BUD AND 
BUD LIGHT 
And in case you blew all of your lunch money at E9 
this week, get ready to blow some more- 
Cases of Regal Select 
$5.49 a case 
Largest selection of imports on the aye! 
Open to 12am on Fri. and Sat. 
Sale prices effective througout Jan. 
BRING A VALID ID PLEASE- NO BIRTH CERTIFICATES 
A 
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By Robin Stansbury 
Staff Writer 
From the time the first note of music 
hit the airwaves in 1920, to the present--
there are nearly 9000 radio stations in the 
United States--radio provides us with 
news, information, music, and fun. 
Though large conglomerate radio stations 
boast 40,000 watts of power, locally at 
Puget Sound, KUPS must work with 
only 100 watts and its limited geographic 
location. 
And at night, for the shifts from 12 to 
2am, the numbers of listeners are few. 
However, this does not bother the DJ.'s 
one bit. In fact, the D.J.'s admit, it 
usually adds to the excitement. 
Tom Olsen is from Orange California, 
what he jokingly calls the "Orange 
Curtain." 
And as he plays his songs over the 
airwaves on Friday night, he admits, "no 
one calls us anyway. But when someone 
does, it makes it all the much better." 
Broadcasting from 12-2am, Tom hosts 
the "Nasty Ass Kicking Cock Rock" 
where he says the actual show and what 
goes into it is "up for debate." 
"We play what we want. If I see 
something that interests me I play it. We 
also bring in our own music a lot. It's far 
out entertainment," Olsen said. 
Tom plays most of his music by 
recommendation from his friends. 
"I don't listen to the radio or KUPS. I 
listen to different bands and experiment 
with tapes myself," he said. 
The motivation behind it all? 
"I've got nothing better to do on a 
Friday night. It's free and it kills two 
hours. You know, Tacoma is pretty 
boring," Olsen added. 
Similar philosophies are held by 
Saturday night D.J.'s Tim Joy and 
Derrick Tate. Derrick admits that his 
motivation in joining KUPS was, 
"because it sounded good at the time." 
"Something interesting to do and you 
can play different types of music," 
Derrick said. 
Tim expresses the same idea as he 
explains, 
(see next page) 
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"1 filled in as a sub last year and I 
really enjoyed it." Both of their music 
selections are similar. Though Derrick 
thinks he is more open. 
"I play everything," he said. 
Tim and Derrick met last year through 
a roommate and as stated by Derrick, 
"We got along great," Tim agrees. 
"We do pretty well together, we're 
compatible." This compatible pair is 
also similar in personalities. Both were 
reluctant to share personal interest, but 
neither was afraid to boast of what they 
have in store for their listeners. 
"We have a layed back style, but 
enough energy coming from the booth to 
get the listeners. Our show is going to 
be the best," Tim said. 
Whether her show is the best or not 
doesn't seem to matter to Maria 
Dasovich, who airs Wednesday nights. 
Her theory for her late night show is 
and remains, "anything goes." 
"I play pop to thrash. People call and I 
play it, if it's not the Scorpions that is." 
Unlike the other nighttime D.J.'s, Maria 
is the only female, and the only one who 
wants a career in broadcasting. 
"I'd like to go into the business," said 
Maria, "but not as a D.J. Possibly as a 
music director." 
Sick of the continual playing of top 40 
music, Maria preferred KUPS to other 
stations, even in high school. 
"I got KUPS all the way in Renton. I 
wouldn't have even known of this school 
if it weren't for KUIPS," Maria explained. 
"You can hear anything on KUPS and 
you don't hear the same things over and 
over." 
Similar to the other D.J.'s, Maria 
feels the freedom to play whatever she 
wants. And although she participates in 
outside activities such as Amnesty 
International when she has time, she is 
true to her work. 
"I spend all of my spare time at 
KUPS. I love it there," she said. 
Like Maria, Rob Hoxie is happy at 
KUPS, although he is less than thrilled 
with his 12-2 am time slot on Tuesday 
nights. 
"I was just put there. I don't make the 
schedule. I'd rather be on early when 
more people are more likely to be 
listening," Hoxie said, "But it really 
doesn't bother me. It's kind of nice being 
there late at night, kind of." 
And the freedom to play any music is 
what draws Rob to KUPS. 
"I like to play good metal because they 
don't play it anywhere else." 
Rob's specialty show of "Thrash 
Metal" doesn't have any specific plans 
yet. But that doesn't bother Rob because 
he attests, "we play different music than 
anyone else plays. And I mean on the 
whole dial." 
Rob survives his late night slot 
because he knows that thrash metal 
listeners are true to their music. 
"I don't think I have lots of listeners, 
but the people who do listen are very 
loyal. Those kind don't tend to call so 
you really don't know who listens." 
Along with working on the radio, Rob 
rides his mountain bike everyday. And 
because Rob is from Kaui, the chance to 
play thrash metal is all the more 
meaningful. 
"We only have one F.M. station in 
Kaui, and they just don't cut it," he said. 
So, next time you are bored, have 
ing to do, or are just plain sick of 
radio and want a change of pace, try 
g your dial to 90.1, and KUPS 
[time. You'll definitely get a 
rise. And you might even like what 
lear. 
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By Kevin Strong 
Staff Writer 
According to University of Puget 
Sound Athletic Director Richard Ulrich, a 
replacement for retiring men's basketball 
coach Don Zech should be named 
sometime in mid to late March. 
Currently, a search committee is 
reviewing over 30 applications before its 
members begin to interview candidate 
later this month. 
Among the applicants, according t 
Ulrich, are some "highly successful 
high school coaches, as well as severs 
NCAA Division I assistant coaches. 
Ulrich added that he feels the search i 
progressing as it should, despite concer 
from several players that not naming 
coach until March will hurt recruiting. 
SUMMER JOBS! 
Gray Line of Alaska 
*The 
 leading tour operator in Alaska is 
hiring Driver/Guides, must be 21 years 
of age and have a clean driving record. 
kExcellent wages and benefits 
*The 
 experience of a lifetime! 
CALL COLLECT 281-0558 
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Ski team to hostconferenceChampionships 
By Antje Spethmann 
Sports Editor 
Little known to the students here, 
Puget Sound fields a varsity ski team 
that competes in both the alpine and 
nordic areas. 
The Alpine team normally consists of 
five men and five women with two 
alternates each. Dry land training Starts 
in October and goes on into December 
with the skiers taking to the slopes "as 
soon as the snow hits," according to 
coach Sandy Davis. 
Davis holds try-outs before the finals 
of fall semester, since the team has some 
of its races before the spring semester 
starts. She pointed out that this is 
because Puget Sound is one of the only 
schools that starts back so late in 
January. 
This year's members are, for the 
women: Andrea Peterson, Lara Zaccaro, 
and Kim Bieghley, for the men: Chris 
Simpson, Chris Hildreth, Tod Maddux, 
Wes Meyer and Matt Schonwald. 
So far the team has had four races, and 
all division races are through. At this 
time the men are ranked fourth in the 
division, while the women are ranked 
third and their combined overall ranking 
is third place. 
"The team just qualified for 
conference," Davis said. Puget Sound 
will be the host of the conference 
championships at Mission Ridge 
February 11 and 12. 
Davis is confident that her team can 
qualify for regionals, which are scheduled 
for Park City, Utah February 23, 24 and 
25. 
Peter Grey is the coach of the nordic 
skiers. Right now there are 
approximately seven members on his 
team (it depends on skiers schedules and 
whether of not they can make the meets). 
They are: Grey, himself, Sean Heffner, 
Nick Papa, Bryce Ulrich, Dana Kern, 
Hillary Gibbon and Lisa Gamett. 
As with the alpine athletes, training 
starts on dry land in September of 
October. 
"Most of the training is done over the 
break," stated Grey, explaining that they 
too must return early for meets. 
At the present time the team has had 
three races. The women are ranked third, 
men fifth. 
"We qualified for regionals," Grey said, 
But I don't think we're going." He 
explained that the team went last year, 
but they had a better team then, and just 
aren't skiing that well right now. 
Eric Bailey 
Grey's main concern is for next year's 
team. He is a senior here at the 
University as well as the coach, and the 
top men's competitor. 
"There are a lot of good skiers out 
there," he said, "We need to get them to 
turn out - in a big way." 
Lady hoopsters lose 
By Kevin Strong 
Staff Writer 
Logger Annie Pettigrew scored 18 
points, grabbed nine rebounds and dished 
out five assists Tuesday night against 
Seattle University, but the Chieftains 
still managed to win, 80-66. 
The loss left Puget Sound in tenth 
place in NAJA Distict One play with a 
5-8 record. Seattle University, 
meanwhile, is in seventh place at 6-5. 
Tonight the Loggers resume action at 
7:30 when they host Alaska Southeast of 
Juneau. This will be the second meeting 
between the two teams, with Puget 
Sound winning the first matchup in 
overtime last month, 76-73. 
In that game Pettigrew led all Logger 
scorers with 19 points, and senior 
Michelle Joy pulled down a team high 12 
rebounds. Things have not been so good 
for Puget Sound since that game, 
however. 
Including Tuesday's loss to Seattle, the 
Loggers have won only one of their last 
eight games. As a result, hopes for a 
district playoff spot are fading fast. Only 
the top six teams in the district will 
advance to the playoffs, and the losing 
streak has left Puget Sound three and a 
half games behind sixth place Central 
Washington with only seven games 
remaining. 
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NAIA honors  
Puget Sound 	 ö 
football 	 stars 	 .... 	 ................................ 	 ' 	 . 	 . 	 . 
By Kevin Strong 	 . 	 .. 	 ... 	 .. . ....... 	 .. ,.. 	 . . 	 . . 
Staff Writer 
	
Senior Robert Polk and junior Jeff 	 Logger Xfaurice Sev n skiesfor a thot 
Johnson have been named to the 1988 
	 Tuesday evening against visiting 	
. 	 . . 
NAIA Division Two All America 	 Weciern Wachinton 14'uh certrs 	 2 2 
football squad 
	 Nick Kiungle and David % alentrne 
	
Polk, an offensive tackle from Port 	 silling out the game due to illnesc, 	 . . 	 . 
Orchard Washington was selected to the 
	 Puet Sound lost 76 73 to the NA!A 	 ' 
second team Johnson a linebacker from 
	 ViLings 
Mercer Island, Washington, was chosen 
	 . 	 . 
as honorable mention. 
Meanwhile, senior running back Dan  
Gregory and senior flanker Scott 
	
I' 
Platenberg both received the NAIA s 
Scholar Athlete 
	 award 	 for 	 fr 
accomplishments on the field and in the  
coach Ross Hjelseth, all Z e c h   c a p t u r e.,-P-&,  	 h vic:  t o r Y 
four players were very deserving of their 
	 B' Rcbin Stan 1 
recognition. 	 y 	 ' 	 ur 	 "we played hard, but at the end, they 	 . assistant coach Darin Gearhart, 'the 
	
"It is . . . gratifying to se an offensive 
	
Staff Writer 	 made the shot because we didn't pick up defense really picked up. But the turning 
lineman like Robert Polk earn this 
	
what is considered a milestone for 
	 well." 	 point was when Maurice Selvin had a 
award," said Hjelseth. "A great deal of 
	
his career, Logger's basketball head coach 
	
Jack Forney was the force for the ferocious dunk. It brought the crowd to 
attention goes to the speciality guys but 
	
Don Zech captured his 400th career 
	
Loggers against the Yellow Jackets with its ICCt. 
Robert Polk just goes about his 	 co1kgate victory on Saturday night as 	 28 points and 7 rebounds. 	 Slevin contributed 19 points overall, 
business. As for Jeff Johnson, it is a real 
	
his Logger squad took an ovcrtiine 89 
	
But this heartbreaking loss didn't set with other outstanding efforts from Jack 
honor for him to be recognized among 	 82 win over Metro State of Denver. But 	 the Loggers back for long. After a quick Fomey with 12 points and David 
the NAIA's best because the line backer 	 this extraordinary victory was long in 	 regrouping, the team was hack in stride Valentine with 11 points. The 
coining position is usually played by your best 
	
and nard to aciornplish. 	 Saturday night  for Metro State. 	 Roadrunners had four players in double 
athlete. 	 Thursday night, suffering their fourth 	 In their first GNC win of the year, and figures, led by Gene Edwards with 17. 
	
"As for Dan Gregory and Scott 
	
l5S in a row, the Loggers were defeated 
	
their 10th overall victory, the Pugct 	 However, the fight to top for the 
Plantenberg, I feel they have 
	
60-63 by Eastern Montana. With only 
	
Sound squad beat the Roadrunners, 87-82 Loggers is not yet won. In order to reach 
accomplished the epitome of what a 
	
:07 left in the game, Troy Trivillon, of 
	
in over4iine, awarding coach Don Zech post season play, the team must win its 
student-athlete should strive for. This 
	
Etem Montana, hit a 3 pointer. 
	
his long awaited 4(X)th career win. 	 next 10 games, 
honor reflects well on them as Both teams played well," stated Zech, 	
A career high 26 points from junior 
	 Gearhart states, 'Realistically, the 
individuals, on our football program and 
	
but we missed eleven free throws. With 
	
Aaron Hansen paced the way for the team will have to send out a challenge to 
on the university. These guys met or 
	
those, the remaining seven seconds 
	
win. Hansen was 1()13 form 3 point do that. There are no easy games form 
exceeded every expectation we had for 
	
wouldn t have been a factor,' 	 range. 	 here on out. Each game will he like 
Freshman 
them as athlei.es and in the classroom." 	 , 	 player Charles Miller added, 	
They can play together as a tearn' championship play.' 
Loggers sink Lutes 
By Antje Spethmann 
Sports Editor 
Both the men's and women's teams put 
another one in the win column last 
Saturday when Pacific Lutheran 
University (PLU) Lutes travelled to 
Wallace Memorial Pool for the annual 
meet. 
The men came out on top by 18 
points, riding on good swims by Bob 
Kabacy, Ian Lee and Andrew Cuckers. 
Kabacy took second place in the 100 
meter freestyle race by about four 
onehundredths of a second. 
Lee also took second in a very close 
200 meter breaststroke race, and Cuckcrs 
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conditioning.' 
Im 0 Mevo 	till-lu iii the 206 meter butierfly was less than a second off the school varsity 
record. 
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	 Customer pays applicable sales tax. • swimming, and the last time the Loggers 
: Limited delivery area. Our drivers 	 Limited delivery area. Our drivers 	
lost this match - up was in 1977. 
: carry less than $20.00. 	 carry less than $20.00. 	 Earlier in the season the Logger men 
I 	 beat Central Washington University 
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103 - 102. These two schools are the 
closest N.A.I.A. competition the Puget 
Sound men's team faces. 
130 to 74 was the final score in 
women's compelition. The lady Loggers 
pulled out victories in every event save 
one, the 50 meter freestyle. 
Though women's swim Coach Mark 
Scott has mentioned a need to recruit a 
swimmer in the area of sprints, he 
mentioned that he had a lot of swimmers 
competing in different events for this 
meet. 
"A lot of people were getting really 
flat," he said, referring to the fact that 
usually a swimmer is very specialized by 
this time in the season and almost 
always swim the same events. 
One school record fell during this 
meet, when Julie Himstreet turned in a 
new record in the 200 meter butterfly 
event. 
The women's team saw no new 
qualifiers for the National 
Championships, though Scott says a lot 
ofpeople are coming awfully close. 
Scott mentioned that seven swimmers 
took firsts in events they hadn't won 
before. 
"It felt kind of good mixing up the 
glory," he said. 
"What I was feeling really good about 
was even when the PLU swimmers were 
able to take the races out with us, we we 
blowing them out with conditioning," 
Scott said. 
"We have been training really hard and 
it looked good," he concluded. 
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We see hope. 
Last week John G. Tower, defense department designate, stated in his 
senate confirmation hearing that it was not possible "to devise an 
umbrella that can protect the entire American population from nuclear 
incineration." Tower also stated that the Bush administration will look 
at cutting the proposed 5.7 billion dollars allocated for 'Star Wars' 
research. 
We've known it all along: S.D.I. can't work. 
Finally someone in a position of power has acknowledged reality. 
Reality. This is the most promising thing that has come out of the new 
administration. We did not agree with a lot of Reagan's policies. We 
may not agree with a lot of Bush's policies. But we will be the first to 
acknowledge progress, and we see hope. Hope that maybe other real 
problems will be addressed and other real cuts will be made, and 
hope is a good thing to have. 
The Trail is published weekly by the Associated Students of the University of 
Puget Sound, 1500 North Warner, Tacoma, WA 98416. 
Staff editorials are the majority opinion of the core staff. 
We think its snowing. 
Of course,that's a liberal point of view. 
A conservative point of view: 
We KNOW it's snowing. 
All I need is a little initiative, and an AK-47 assault rifle 
By Erik A. Anderson 
The recent announcement of a 13% increase in tuition has surely caused 
many students to reevaluate their plans for the future, and I must admit 
that I am no exception. What would I do if I could not afford to be a 
student? Fortunately, I live in the land of opportunity and thus have a 
wide range of opportunities I could choose from if I needed to. That this 
is true is made apparent when one considers the large number of street 
"entrepreneurs" that go into business every day in our great land, starting 
with virtually nothing yet amassing great fortunes all by the providence of 
free enterprise. I too could become one of these street entrepreneurs, or 
"drug dealers" as they are often called, I thought, if I but had the desire. 
I too, as Reagan once said, could choose to live on the street, and cash in 
on the miracle of capitalism. 
What would I need to undertake such a venture? A gun, perhaps. A gun 
might come in handy in protecting the security of my assets. Certainly my 
competitors would all have guns so to meet the demands of my 
competition the purchase of a firearm might be a prudent investment. 
Procuring one should be no problem, I thought, because the Constitution 
guarantees my right to be armed. What kind of gun would I need? A 
large one I should think--the bigger the better. An AK-47 assault rifle 
would probably fit the bill--from what I understand they're just the rage 
these days among drug vendors and other such private enterprises as 
white supremecists, the mafia, and international terrorists. An AK-47, 
then, with such a distinguished following, would definitely be the gun for 
me. 
Having concluded that the first step toward becoming a drug dealer 
should be the purchase of a gun, I decided to see how practical taking 
such a step would be. I got on the phone and called a gun store to find 
out about buying an AK-47 assault rifle. I was delighted to find that the 
first store I called did indeed carry them. The man I spoke to over the 
phone told me that they went for a mere $399.99, but that the ammunition 
suitable to use in the AK-47 assault rifle for hunting was a little hard to 
come by. That's OK, I responded, I don't hunt anyway, and the standard 
ammunition would nrohahlv suit my nurnoses He also told me that I 
would not be able to use my AK-47 as a fully automatic weapon, but 
only as a semi-automatic, according to Washington state law. This did  
not perturb me either because it seemed to me that to shoot one shot at a 
time was good economics, as shooting over a thousand rounds per minute 
might get a little costly. Furthermore, with a little technical know-how 
and Yankee ingenuity (which I could undoubtedly find on the street,) I 
could always make my AK-47 fully automatic later if I needed to. 
I was further delighted to find that there would not need to be any 
waiting period on my purchase. Who knows how many private 
enterprises are stifled by such undue governmental regulation? So my 
liberty would not be infringed upon and I was happy with our system for 
respecting my right to initiative. 
There was, however, one slight inhibition I did suffer at the prospect of 
purchasing the AK-47: they're Soviet made. My conscience bade me to 
stop for a moment. Shouldn't I buy American? I would loathe to find 
myself a contributor to a totalitarian economy. I have values, after all. 
But then another thought occurred to me that freed me from this moral 
consideration: AK-47's probably entered this country as the spoils of our 
just war against communism. Thus, my money would not be benefitting 
the Soviet economy, but more likely some middle man, like Alber Hakim, 
or the contras, or maybe even 011ie North. These people were simply 
entrepreneurs themselves, so in my own modest way I would be helping 
to spread the entrepreneurial spirit and dam the red tide of communism. I 
would be doing my country a service. 
Needless to say, these patriotic thoughts stilled my rumblings of 
conscience. My Reagan-inspired dream of success in the world of street 
business seemed intact. With my AK-47 and my penchant for hard work 
I could go forth and conquer in this alternative destiny. Whether or not I 
ever would embark on such a path is unclear; we all know these dreams of 
youth that go unrealized. But regardless of whether I ever did decide to 
become a drug dealer it was nice to realize that I could. It was inspiring to 
realize that this dream of economic success is available to one and all, 
even those less fortunately placed than myself. After all, that first step, 
that AK-47 assault rifle, is just waiting to be taken, just waiting for 
someone to make the choice. 
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LetterS to the Editop 
Letters to the Editor are due by 5:00 
p.m. on Tuesday before the Thursday 
issue. The Trail reserves the right to 
edit letters over 300 words. A name, 
address or phone number, and signature 
is required on each letter. Please note 
our new policy (beginning February 
3) that anonymous letters are the 
exception to the rule and will only be 
printed at the discretion of the Trail 
editorial staff. 
Debate over 
stupid voters 
continues on 
I would like to respond to the debate 
presented by Pi Sigma Alpha, held 
between individual members of the 
Politics and Government faculty and 
students. The topic was a controversial 
one, in that it was titled "Is the American 
Voter Stupid?" Professor Zeigler 
plunged into the discussion trying to 
point out the political ineptitude of the 
American voter as compared to the 
superior knowledge of their European 
counterparts. His statistics, showed, for 
example, that only 32% of the American 
voters know the representative from their 
district, as compared to 89% from the 
UK, 78% from the PRO, and 71% from 
France. What was even more stunning 
was that only 14% of the US voters 
know "fundamentals" of the electoral 
system in the US, and again compared 
that data to the three European countries. 
This data was even more discouraging, 
since apparently 85%, 91% and 65% of 
the voters in the UK, the Federal 
Republic of Germany and France had 
knowledge of their electoral system. 
Questioning Professor Zeigler's approach 
were Professors Kadarkay, diZerega and 
Balaam, and student member of PSA 
Chris Kenney. After the presentation an 
intellectually stifling question and answer 
period followed. 
"If youth is a mistake, one soon 
abandons it". With this quotation I 
would like to apologize for the rather 
incoherent way I tried to express my 
views in response to Professor Zeigler's 
interesting conjecture about the 
intellectual ability of the American voter. 
I didn't then have statistical data 
available regarding the stupidity, or lack 
thereof, of the German voter. Since the 
debate, I have been able to back up my 
first hand experience with some empirical 
data. According to a poll taken between 
the years 1978 and 1983 by the Institut 
fur Demoskopie in Allensback our 
European allies are not as brilliantly 
informed about their political systems as 
Prof. Zeigler likes to believe: 
32% believe either that the Bundesrat 
(comparable to the US Senate) does not 
exist, or are not sure whether it exists. 
95% do not know that the BR is needed 
to pass certain laws. 
In her fairly recent work "Der 
Bundestag im Spiegel der Bundesburger", 
Suzanne Schuttelmeyer concludes that 
only 20% to 33% of the German voters 
have a working knowledge of their 
political system. 
Irrespective of Professor Zeigler's 
perfidious data I do not wish to engage in 
a battle of statistics. What perplexed and 
subsequently worried me more was the 
lack of tolerance displayed by a  
distinguished member of our faculty. 
The University of Puget Sound is 
dedicated to a Liberal Arts Education 
which entails the open exchange of ideas. 
If Professor Zeigler is dedicated to these 
ideals, most sincere questions and 
comments on behalf of students should 
not be discounted by him as, I quote, 
"stupid." Even "stupid" questions can 
generate intelligent answers, helping 
students through their positions and 
hopefully formulate new and better 
informed questions. 
In conclusion it should be that in a 
democracy, the educational system with 
the universities at the top should be the 
place for the exchange of ideas. 
Professor Zeigler performs the important 
task of criticizing the American political 
system and providing us with 
information and alternative views. With 
the knowledge gained, change can be 
implemented to strengthen and improve 
the democratic system about which 
Churchill said that though it isn't the 
best, all others are far worse. 
Merten Johnson 
Students do a 
"Power buffet" 
with Trustees? 
Letter to the Editor: 
Gee, thanks so much for that chance to 
get to know the Trustees. Indeed, it was 
almost worth getting up early to attend 
to so-called "Breakfast Buffet" last Friday 
(the 27th). 
Excuse me, but I had the funny idea 
that, since students were invited to 
attend, I might actually get to meet and 
eat with the Trustees. Instead, some of 
my fellow ASUPS senators, including 
ASUPS President Lynn Hendricks, and I 
ended up sitting at a table by ourselves 
because the table at which the Trustees 
were at was full. 
Thank you, Trustees, for that sobering 
experience. 
Regretfully, 
Erik Schoen 
Trail editorial 
bias criticized 
Dear Editor, 
After enduring the past few months of 
watching the continual deterioration of 
student media, I feel I must break my 
silence and voice my utter disgust with 
the politically biased and uncreative 
editorial wing of the Trail. 
For now, I will be content to consider 
the lopsided political views of the 
Trail's editorial staff. I am at least 
thankful that Shauna James has the 
vision to recognize herself as a liberal, 
for it definitely is an apt label. However, 
since the very beginning of the school 
year, I have been constantly bombarded 
by views of the left-wing editorial staff, 
and they haven't let up. Perhaps the best 
example of this was the two page 
endorsement of Michael Dukakis just 
prior to the election. This-was followed 
and preceded by stinging condemnations 
of the current administration--some 
grounded in news, others in matters of 
political party preference, still others in 
personal attacks. 
Even this would have been borderline 
acceptable on account of editorial 
consensus. But it has been the same 
thing, over and over again. Please don't  
misunderstand me. I don't hate all 
liberals. I don't despise the press. Some 
of my best friends are liberals. I even 
wrote for my school newspaper. But 
what I find most odious is the "beating 
of a dead horse." If it represents the view 
of the editorial staff, is intelligent, and 
you want to say it, then by all means, 
enlighten me. But for God's sake, if the 
Trail wants to keep or gain readership, it 
has to be creative. Conservative-bashing 
may be fun, but it gets tiresome. It is 
my suggestion that some objectivity on 
the editorial staff would be advantageous 
to the preservation (or establishment) of 
the Trail's journalistic integrity. 
If you truly have a commitment to 
UPS, I believe you will print this. If 
you want to show your commitment, I 
hope you will listen to it. 
Sincerely, 
Marc C. Johnson 
Irony abounds 
Dear Editor- 
Irony is all around us. I wonder how 
many Americans have noticed it. All 
one had to do was to take a glance at the 
New York Times last week. The Times 
reported a poll which said that 65% of 
the American people have more faith in 
government than they did before the 
Reagan nightmare. This is the same 
presidency which gave us a doubled $2.2 
trillion deficit, Irangate, and our criminal 
Justice Department (a.k.a. Ed Meese). 
Our ex-Attorney General is a criminal. 
Who could fmd more irony? The Gipper 
broke his own record. 
Just two weeks ago, during a 
nationally-televised CBS episode of "60 
Minutes," Ronny told us that Civil 
Rights Leaders such as Jesse Jackson are 
only critical of his policies (or lack 
thereof) because they fear for their jobs. 
That's right, these corrupt Civil Rights 
Leaders are exaggerating the racial 
prejudice situation so that they stay in 
power. There's really not that much 
discrimination in our beautiful USA. 
Just as if God said, "Who is this blind 
moron on '60 Minutes'," the good Lord 
gave us rioting and looting in Miami. 
Probably the only thing the Gipper 
knows about Miami: the Niners won, 
didn't they? 
Brad Randlett 
Glancing over 
the vital issues 
A glance at whatever: 
1. How would you like to travel with 
Superman? In other words, with the guy 
who travelled through 8,000 countries in 
five minutes on 84 cents? Get a grip 
man, that's like seeing a movie at fast 
speed or listening to a record that's sped 
up to sound like The Chipmunks singing 
"Swanee River". That guy must drive 
everyone crazy. He must save on money 
because he never stays in a hostel or 
hotel because he's just running around 
looking at the monuments 24 hours a 
day. I guess if you really want to go 
somewhere, go to a place where you can 
spend at least 10 minutes and get into the 
culture. Have a few with the locals and 
stuff like that. It is impossible to see a 
culture in five minutes. You'll be riding 
on another train with Superman and 
asking "What the hell was that blur?"  
"Oh, that was Paris. We saw it aliright, 
didn't we?" 
Burning a cross is a "CHEESY" 
thing to do. Let it go at that. 
The tuition hike, ha, what a joke. 
Let's see by the time the freshman 
graduate from this John Paul Getty 
school they could have bought a couple 
of Porsches, a ton of chongers, and a few 
McDonald franchises (not in Tacoma). 
The tuition hike, what a joke. 
The worst thing has happened, The 
Spar has become Yuppiville after the 
redecoration. At least some of the old 
bartenders work there (they park their 
BMW's behind The Spar if you're 
wondering). Spar chips and alligators? 
Never. 
We, as students at John Paul Getty 
University, need to send a few more 
letters to The Trail. That way, they will 
have less room to work with. Hurray! 
Peasante 
Peace to all 
I woke up on the morning of the 24th 
hearing the news that Ted Bundy was 
finally, after all the appeals and 
deliberations, dead of electrocution. Sick, 
I thought. I thought about what if it were 
a friend, brother, or son of mine. I'd 
surely die of sorrow myself. I thought 
about it a long while and tried to say, 
"what's done is done. Forget it now." 
I remember, though, the irony of the 
one man being so publicized, analyzed, 
criticized, and nearly every other -ized one 
can think of while the dozens of his 
victims are by comparison, almost 
forgotten in the hype. The questions 
raised are staggering when one thinks 
about the victims. What about their 
right to live? How will they and their 
families be compensated by this one 
death? surely the superficial feeling of 
vengeance won't help the pain of the 
families' losses, so it goes back to the 
question of why? 
A leading argument for the death 
penalty is that society must be protected. 
Granted, murder hasn't been eliminated 
from our vocabulary, but society is now 
safe from Ted Bundy. Couldn't he have 
been rehabilitated to be a "constructive 
member of society"? Maybe, but if he's 
killed this many innocent women and 
children, I doubt he can break this habit. 
Typically, much of the blame went to 
society. When someone blames society 
for the creation of a killer, do they 
assume some of the responsibility 
themselves? Face it, who is society, but 
you and me? So, what did you do to drive 
Bundy to the brink? I know I didn't do 
anything to him. Maybe that's the 
problem. It's been said before by all the 
major religions of the world that the 
world would be much better if we were to 
look out for one another. But can we 
trust people not to take advantage of our 
goodwill? Probably not, but if the 
rewards are preventing a lot of bloodshed 
and fretting about whose fault it is, 
wouldn't it be worth it? 
My sympathies go out to the families 
of the murder victims. My heart aches 
thinking about their losses. By the same 
token, my sympathies also go to the 
family of Ted Bundy. Most of all, until 
we can learn to attempt an ounce of 
prevention, my sympathies go to 
society, every one of us. Peace to all. 
Dennis W. Bergendorf II 
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Stop fooling around. It's time to get hardcore about software. With 
Microsoft. 
We have proven to be the industry leader in the 80's, but that isn't 
enough - we will also become the dominant software of the 90's. In our 
bid for excellence, we've broken ground with our OS/2, Networking, Lan-
guages, and Application products. In order to maintain our high degree of 
quality, we're looking for the best. If you're serious about the development 
process, we want to talk to you. 
Work as a team with our developers to release world-class, quality 
products. Identify strengths and weaknesses in our future software and be 
responsible for implementing the necessary changes to make it the best in 
the industry. We have opportunities in the following test engineering areas: 
Systems 
As an Engineer in our Systems test groups, you will be intimately involved 
in the systems development process. You will become an expert on the 
internals of our state-of-the-art OS/2, networks, and compilers. You will 
design and code sophisticated software that exercises/tests new systems, 
including (hidden) "under the cover" features that only low-level program-
mers see. If you have strong coding skills, want to debug problems right 
into the systems software, and be part of the design effort that determines 
how the system will be implemented, Systems is the place for you. Knowl-
edge of C and Assembly language preferred. 
Applications 
As an Engineer in our Applications test groups, you will design, execute, 
and document test suites for our applications software. You will generate 
test scripts, testing products for robustness, noting limitations, and con-
ducting real-world environment testing. If you have a 4-year degree in 
Computer Science or a related field, solid problem-solving skills, the abil-
ity to learn a new product quickly, and a knack for breaking software, 
Applications is the place for you. Previous experience with software testing 
a definite plus. 
Microsoft will be interviewing on 
campus Thursday, March 9, 1989 for Soft-
ware Testers. See your placement office for 
details. We are an equal opportunity 
employer. 
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